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From the Book of Heaven 
V17 – 6.10.24 - "My daughter, My Will contains everything, and nothing of all that belongs 
to Me Must escape one who Lives in It; on the contrary, if only one thing escapes her, it is 
enough to say that she does not give Me all the Honor and the Glory which My Will contains. 
Therefore, it cannot be said that her life is complete in It, nor does she give Me the return of 
all that My Will has given her. In fact, I have given everything to one who Lives in My Will, 
and I go to her as though in Triumph, upon the Wings of My Works, to give her New Return 
of My Love; and she Must come along the same path as Mine, to give Me New Return of her 
Love. Would it not be Delightful for you, if you had made many Beautiful and Various Works, 
and someone, who is Loved by you, placed them around you to please you, and showing 
them one by one said to you: ‘See, these are your works: how Beautiful this one is! How 
Artistic is this other one!’? What joy would you not experience! What Glory for you! It is the 
same for Me; more so, since one who Lives in My Will, having to Centralize everything within 
herself, Must be like the Heartbeat of all Creation; and as all things Palpitate in her by Virtue 
of My Will, she Must form One Single Heartbeat, to return to Me, in that Heartbeat, the 
heartbeats of everyone and of everything, and to bring Me back the Glory and the Love of 
all things which came from Me. I Must find all in the soul in whom My Will Reigns, so that, 
containing all, she may give Me all that the others should give Me. 

My daughter, Living in My Will is very different from the other sanctities, and this is 
why, up until now, the way and the True Teachings of Living in It cannot be found. One can 
say that the other sanctities are the shadows of My Divine Life; while My Will is the Source 
of the Divine Life. Therefore, Be Attentive in the Exercises of Living in My Will, so that from 
you may come the True Way and the Exact and Precise Teachings for those who, wanting to 
Live in It, may find, not the shadow, but the True Sanctity of the Divine Life. 

Furthermore, since My Humanity on earth was in the Divine Will, there was no work, 
thought, word, etc., which was not enclosed in Me, in order to cover all the works of the 
creatures. One can say that I had a Thought for each thought, a Word for each word, and so 



on with all the rest, to Glorify My Father Completely, and to give Light, Life, Goods, 
Remedies, to the creatures. 

Now, everything exists in My Will, and one who Must Live in It, Must enclose all 
creatures, to go through all My Acts again and Place on them another Beautiful Divine Shade, 
taken from My Will, to give Me the return of all I did. Only one who Lives in My Will can give 
Me this return, and I await her as the means to be able to put the Divine Will in 
Communication with the human, and to give her the Goods It Contains. I Want the creature 
as an Intermediary, who, going through the same path which My Humanity Covered in My 
Will, may Open the Door of the Kingdom of My Will, which had been closed by the human 
will. Therefore, your Mission is great, and it takes sacrifice and great attention.” 

FIAT!!! 


